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It’s your time to sign!
Firmar.es
Easy, cost-effective and legally valid
Do you often find yourself waiting for days (or

Electronic signatures!

even weeks) for a contract to be signed? Firmar.

There’s an easier way. Digital signatures allow
documents to be signed fully electronically.
Many organisations have already replaced the
old-fashioned ‘scrawl’ with a digital signature that
meets all the electronic signature requirements,
making it equivalent to a signature on paper.
Employment contracts, purchasing agreements,
lease agreements, healthcare declarations, quotes,
policies, construction drawings and other documents
no longer need to be printed out, but can all be
signed electronically.

es completes digital processes straight away,
allowing documents to be signed in minutes,
not days.

Print, scan, email...
Whenever a process requires a signature,
organisations still often resort to paper. The sender
prints out and mails a document by post; the
recipient signs it by hand and sends it back.
Even emailed documents often still need to be
printed, signed, scanned and returned.
Not only is this procedure expensive and
time-consuming, it also means that documents can
be mistakenly left unsigned in a pile somewhere.

Firmar.es is the answer
Firmar.es offers an easy, legally valid and costeffective alternative to the traditional ‘print, scan and
post’ procedure. The service allows documents to
be signed quickly and easily, and with legal security.
Firmar.es is a service by Evidos.
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How does Firmar.es work?

Firmar.es is:

It’s very easy; even bulk volumes can be signed
with minimum effort.

■	
Easy.

Step 1
■	Upload

your document to the Firmar.es portal, or
to another application with Firmar.es integration.
■	Select one or more addressees.
■	Choose a verification method for establishing the
identities of the relevant people. For example using
phone number verification as authentication.

■

Step 2
■	Send

■

the documents for signing.

Step 3
■	The

addressees view the document, complete
the identification process and sign it.
■	Firmar.es verifies the identity and signature
on the document.

Step 4
■	Firmar.es

will then return the signed document and
transaction receipt, which includes an audit trail of
all steps taken during the signing process.

■

Firmar.es means processes can be
completed digitally anywhere, anytime. Whether
you are closing a sale, hiring an employee or
concluding a contract, you will never have to wait
for a signature on paper again.
Cost-effective. The costs of getting a paper
document signed often rise to €3 or more. Using
a digital signature can easily reduce this price by
a factor of four, by eliminating unnecessary paper,
admin or postage costs.
Legally valid. The signature meets the eIDAS
requirements for advanced electronic signatures.
Firmar.es also provides ample forms of evidence;
for every document signed, you are sent a receipt
showing the audit trail of all the steps taken during
the signing process. We also sign documents
using an independent timestamp. Download our
White Paper for more information
on the legal validity of digital signatures.
International. Firmar.es facilitates the signing of
documents in English, German, French, Spanish,
Italian, Polish, and other languages. Firmar.es also
complies with the European eIDAS Regulation, as
well as American and
other legislation.

Some of our satisfied customers

Reliability is key

Want to know more?

Firmar.es meets the stringent requirements of
financial institutions, insurers and government
organisations. The Chamber of Commerce,
BNP Paribas and ABN AMRO have already entrusted
their critical-process documents to us. Security is
also monitored annually via independently conducted
pen tests.

Want more information about our services, or
about how digital signatures can help you and your
organisation?

Firmar.es complies with the latest privacy legislation
(including the GDPR), is ISO 27001-certified and
DigiD-certified in accordance with IT security
regulations for web applications, and meets the
cloud requirements of the Dutch Central Bank.
The service is available 24/7, so our customers can
sign documents day or night. We work according
to a Service Level Agreement, and all customers
have their own individual contact person.

Partnership
Firmar.es works perfectly in tandem with cloud
products. An accessible API and clear agreements
will make a digital signature part of your business
in no time – in your or your customers’ own
corporate style.

Just call +31 23 799 69 99, or email
info@firmar.es to talk to a specialist. You can also
chat to us online at Firmar.es, or apply
for a free trial version. It’s your time to sign
at Firmar.es!
Firmar.es – Evidos
Telefoonnummer: +31 23 799 69 99
info@firmar.es
www.firmar.es
www.evidos.com

About Firmar.es
Firmar.es is a service by Evidos.
Evidos stands for ‘Evidence in online services’:
we represent authentication for all your digital
transactions, and have been the login and
digital signature experts for twenty years.
Evidos helps to develop standards such as
eIDAS and OpenID Connect.

